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COACH’S CORNER 
6 Ways Swim Parents Can Encourage Great 

Swimmer-Coach Relationships 
Courtesy of Elizabeth Wickham 

 
How important is the relationship between your child and their swim coach? Coaches have such an impact on 
our kids’ lives. Our kids may look back on their coaches as some of the most influential people shaping their 
goals and dreams. We want our kids to be successful in swimming and in life. Having a strong relationship with 
their coach is one step along that path. Their relationship needs to be based on trust, communication and mutual 
respect. 
 
As a parent, there are a few things we can do—or not do—to encourage healthy, working relationships between 
our swimmers and their coaches. 
Here are my six tips to building better relationships: 

ONE 
Get them to the pool. 
Coaches appreciate kids who make it to practice consistently and on time. Who do you think will get more 
attention from the coach—the kid who shows up for every single practice—or the child who has sporadic 
attendance? When kids are not old enough to drive, the responsibility falls on us to get them to the pool. 

TWO 
Encourage hard work. 
Being a hard worker is a life skill that will serve our kids well in school, work and relationships. How do you 
build this characteristic in your child? One small thing we can do is praise their hard work. Instead of 
complimenting your child on their natural talent, like brains or athleticism, offer praise for their hard work and 
show how their effort led to accomplishments. 

THREE 
Honesty is the best policy. 
If your kid wants to skip practice to study for a final, or take a day off with friends, advise them to be honest 
about it with their coach. I’ve seen this happen again and again, kids lying to their coaches. It never ends well 
and credibility is a hard thing to regain. 

FOUR 
No excuses. 
Our swimmers need to be responsible for their actions. We aren’t helping by giving them excuses. Nor, do 
coaches like to hear excuses from kids—why they missed practice—or didn’t have a good swim. This comes 
down to ownership of their sport. Your swimmer needs to understand that what they put into the sport, they will 
get out of it. 
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FIVE 
Keep negativity to yourself. 
You may believe the coach doesn’t focus enough on technique, or worry that your kid isn’t getting enough 
attention. Whatever you do, don’t talk about it at home. Kids will pick up on these cues and may lose faith and 
confidence in their coach. 

SIX 
Your swimmer needs to communicate. 
Many parents make the mistake of talking to the coach on behalf of their swimmer. At some point in time, we 
need to back away and let our swimmers take over. Open communication between your child and their coach is 
fundamental in building a better relationship. 
What tips do you have to encourage better relationships between swimmers and coaches? 
 
Elizabeth Wickham volunteered for 14 years on her kids’ club team as board member, fundraiser, newsletter 
editor and “Mrs. meet manager.” She’s a writer with a bachelor of arts degree in editorial journalism from the 
University of Washington with a long career in public relations, marketing and advertising. Her stories have 
appeared in newspapers and magazi 

 

5 Ways to Relax Before Your Next Big Race 
BY OLIVIER POIRIER-LEROY 21 

Olivier Poirier-Leroy is a former National level swimmer from the beautiful west coast of BC. In feeding his 
passion for swimming, he has developed YourSwimBook.com: a comprehensive tool that designed for swimmers 
to track and analyze their results. 
 
Supersonic speed in the water is all about relaxation. Alexander Popov knew it, Ian Thorpe knew it, Michael 
Phelps knew it. Watch any of the ground-breaking swims by these athletes and what generally comes to mind 
is– They make it look so easy. 
Being relaxed and loose in the water starts long before you ever slip into a bathing suit. Your pre-race and 
mental preparation have a visceral physical effect on your swimming. After all, when you are stressed, or your 
mind isn’t right, you can feel your muscles tighten up, anxiety starts to creep in, and your performance suffers 
as a result. 
Here are 5 ways to stay relaxed the next time you mount the blocks, whether it’s a local meet or the Olympic 
final: 
1. Ignore your competitors. How many times have you gazed across the pool and seen your main competitor 
warming up and gotten lost in what they were doing — their strokes seem effortless, they appear to glide 
through the water with uncanny precision and fluidity. 
If you are like most swimmers, that seed of doubt will pop in your head: Holy crap, they are making that look 
easy… Did I really prepare myself that well? I probably should have slept more between heats and finals, they 
probably slept tons… And so on. 
It’s precisely moments like this where you need to point your attention inwards. How many hours you put in. 
The hard work you have invested. The time spent honing your fitness and technique. Direct your energy and 
focus inwards. 
 
2. Key in on the things that keep you loose and focused. For me, it was loud, aggressive music and complete 
aloneness. My eyes always had a pointed, “Don’t even talk to me” look across them. While some people might 






